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STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 24 Dec 2018

+13.54 +0.81%

| SHANGHAI 2,504.82

DJIA 21,792.20

-653.17 -2.91%

FTSE 6,685.99

Proton X70 gains interest

Challenges of

1.9 mil

Saudi women
entrepreneurs share
expertise in innovation

likely to grow in
February- April 2019:
DoSM
Fresh At Heart secures

RM1.15m from equity
crowdfunding

Technology

Malaysia´s economy

Finance

was the number of
employment in
Malaysia in October
2018

prospects in 2018-2019

Economy

14.94 mil

ICT industry sees bright

ICT

DID YOU KNOW?

was the expected
no. of foreign
worker registered
in Malaysia in 2022

Social
Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship

capture 20% of
RM120 mln online baby
market

Entrepreneurship

Babydash aims to

Entrepreneurship

GLOBAL NEWS

Entrepreneurship

LOCAL NEWS
with over 12,000
bookings

was the median
price of houses in
Kuala Lumpur

-1,010.45 -5.01%

-35.18 -0.52%

Entrepreneurship

RM550,000

|

-22.19 -0.88% | NIKKEI 19,155.74

Business

FBMKLCI 1,683.82

A deep dive into

entrepreneurship
What next for smart
nation Singapore?
Getting citizens and
SMEs to embrace

digital

How tech giants are
taking over top cities
around the world
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